Optimization in Large Graphs: Toward a Better Future?
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Abstract—Finding groups of connected individuals in large graphs with tens of thousands or more nodes has received considerable attention in academic research. In this paper, we analyze three main issues with respect to the recent influx of papers on community detection in (large) graphs, highlight the specific problems with the current research avenues, and propose a first step towards a better approach.

First, in spite of the strong interest in community detection, a strong conceptual and theoretical foundation of connectedness in large graphs is missing. Yet, it is crucial to be able to determine the specific feats that we aim to analyze in large networks, to avoid a purely black-or-white view.

Second, in literature commonly employed (meta)heuristic frameworks are applied for the large graph problems. Currently, it is, however, unclear whether these techniques are even viable options, and what the added value of the constituting parts is. Additionally, the manner in which different algorithms are compared is also ambiguous.

Finally, no analyses of the impact of data parameters on the reported clusters is done. Nonetheless, it would be interesting to evaluate which characteristics lead to which type of communities and what their effect is on computational difficulty.

I. INTRODUCTION

Optimization problems are everywhere in our daily lives. As an example, consider a warehouse of a third party logistics (3PL) service provider. The 3PL has to determine among others which types of products are stored at which location in the warehouse, how orders should be picked and the quantities of products stored. The goal of the company is to optimize one or more objectives such as minimize throughput time or maximize space usage, while taking limitations such as the available work force and storage space into account.

In practice, the aforementioned problem may involve thousands or even tens of thousands of different product types. In academic research, however, the datasets are often smaller in size. Fortunately, some problems such as large graph problems, with tens of thousands or even million nodes, have been investigated in more detail in recent years. Since graphs underlie many optimization problems (e.g. vehicle routing, project scheduling and water distribution), this is a worthwhile research avenue. Algorithms for these types of problems, however, need to be able to handle the large datasets inherent to such problems.

Finding groups of individuals connected to a predefined degree in large graphs has received a large amount of attention in literature [6], [7]. Examples are the analysis of social media networks such as Facebook and Twitter, and neural pathways in the human brain. All sorts of (meta)heuristic solution approaches have been proposed and analyzed in a great many research papers. We, however, believe that several shortcomings exist in the recent articles on community detection in large graphs.

II. WHAT IS A COMMUNITY?

First, we have to decide what good and bad clusters of nodes are. A proper definition of a community is, however, missing. A complete model with an unambiguous objective function is required to ensure that the problem which we want to solve is perfectly clear. As stated by [6], we need a theoretical framework with respect to clusters in graphs.

A. Modularity density: The bad

Currently, the so-called modularity density function [18] is most commonly used to approximate the connectedness of a subset. This function gives a value $Q$ to each partition of a network into $k$ subsets:

$$Q = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \left( \frac{e_i}{m} - \left( \frac{d_i}{2m} \right)^2 \right)$$

In equation (1) $e_i$ is the number of edges in subset $i$, $m$ corresponds with the total number of edges in the network, and $d_i$ is the total degree of nodes in subset $i$. The function holds the difference between the connectivity within the partitions or subsets on the one hand, and the expected connectivity of a random graph with the same degree sequence on the other hand [17]. It is worth noting that modularity density aims to approximate a good division of a graph into communities, but that it is not explicitly defined what a community entails. Instead, the goal is to find a value such that the division into subsets is “sufficiently” different from the value in a similar random graph. Several downsides of the modularity density function have, however, been shown in literature [8]:

1) Resolution limit: Smaller communities may be hidden within larger subsets. The modularity density function may not correctly identify small clusters because a higher value $Q$ can be obtained by reporting larger sets.
In particular, the choice of a random graph as null model is problematic in this regard.

2) Degeneracy: An exponential number of high-quality solutions exist with a value $Q$ close to the optimum. These solutions may differ (greatly) from one another in terms of the reported partitions. The global optimum itself is, however, difficult to determine. Especially, in hierarchical or modular networks the multitude of possible competitive solutions increases further, without a clear manner to distinguish between them.

3) Limiting behavior: The maximum value for $Q$ depends on the graph size $n$ and on the number of communities $k$. This results in higher modularity function values for larger networks and for networks with more modules. Hence, a high value $Q$ may indicate that the graph is very different from a random graph with a same degree sequence, rather than that it has a high modularity.

In spite of these major pitfalls, modularity density is employed in most recent publications on community detection in (large) graphs. As a result, it is not apparent what the proposed techniques actually optimize.

B. Maximal cliques: The useful

A field of research related to community detection concerns the maximal clique problem. A clique is a subgraph in which every two nodes are connected, and a maximal clique is a clique which cannot be extended by including one more adjacent vertex. The maximal clique problem focuses on detecting all maximal cliques in a graph, similar to communities. The major difference is that whereas communities have no predefined degree of connection, the maximal cliques do. Recent work on finding maximal cliques in real-life networks has illustrated that this approach leads to valuable results in terms of both memory management and algorithm development, see e.g. [2], [5] and [3] for some examples. Especially, the decomposition approaches of e.g. [3] allow for finding maximal cliques quickly in subsets of the overall network.

Recently, [19] proposed a framework for clique relaxation models based on known clique-defining properties. Particularly interesting are the different alternative clique definitions discussed, which allow for several types of clique relaxations. They are based on the elementary properties distance, diameter, domination, degree, density and connectivity of cliques. Relaxations of each of these restrictions in cliques may prove useful for defining community structures. As an example, [20] employed a clique relaxation approach to analyze the relationship between different genes in biological data.

Based on both the advances in terms of algorithms for maximal cliques and the framework for clique relaxation, we believe it would be worthwhile to employ cliques to model clusters in large graph problems. It is both interesting and somewhat strange that in literature there appears to be a dividing line between research on clique optimization and its applications in among others the field of bioinformatics (see e.g. [20]) on the one hand and community detection on the other hand. This observation further highlights the need for an approach which considers both fields of research.

C. Clique relaxation: The better?

In this section, we propose an alternative to the modularity density function, derived from the clique relaxations of [19]. Before going into detail, we first discuss some useful notations and definitions. A graph $G = (V, E)$ consists of a set of nodes or vertices $V$ and a set of edges $E$, which connect pairs of nodes. Two nodes $v$ and $w$ are said to be neighbors if they share an edge, i.e. if $(v, w) \in E$. The set $N_G(v)$ contains all neighbors of $v$ in $G$, and $|N_G(v)|$ is called the degree of $v$ in $G$ denoted as $\deg_G(v)$. $\delta(G)$ and $\Delta(G)$ are the minimum and maximum degree of any node in $G$ respectively. The subgraph $G[S]$, with $S \subseteq V$, is obtained by removing all nodes $V \setminus S$ and any edge connected to at least one such node from $G$. Finally, $\rho(G)$ is the density of $G$ and equals the ratio of the number of edges to the total number of possible edges: $\rho(G) = |E| / \binom{|V|}{2}$.

Since a community can be informally defined as “a set of nodes with more connections within the set than with other nodes outside of the set”, we focus on edge connectivity for a more formal definition. Hence, we use the $(\lambda, \gamma)$-quasi-clique definition $(\lambda, \gamma \in [0; 1])$ for a set $S$, which holds if $\delta(G[S]) \geq \lambda |S| - 1$ and $\rho(G[S]) \geq \gamma$. This second-order relaxed clique definition implies that, based on input values for both $\lambda$ and $\gamma$, we can impose restrictions on how connected the communities or subsets should be. Low (high) values for $\lambda$ and $\gamma$ imply a low (high) degree of connectedness. Our objective is to find all maximal $(\lambda, \gamma)$-quasi-cliques, instead of optimizing the modularity density function.

- If both $\lambda$ and $\gamma$ equal one, we have the maximal clique problem, since we require that every pair of nodes in a subset have an edge between them. As a result, here a community is the same as a clique.
- A value for $\lambda$ between zero and one implies that each node does not have to be connected to every other node in the subset. As an example, consider a subset of a larger network with five nodes. If $\lambda$ equals 0.75 this means that the nodes in the subset only need an edge to three out of the other four vertices.
- A value for $\gamma$ between zero and one states that the total number of edges in the subset can be smaller than the total number of possible edges. In the example, the total number of possible edges is $5 \times \frac{5!}{2!}$ or 10. If the value for $\gamma$ is 0.80, a total of at least eight edges is required in a subset.
- The combination of the values for $\lambda$ and $\gamma$ yields a combination of restrictions for the total number of edges and the number of edges per vertex. This way, the required structure of communities can be set in advance in a formal manner, and we avoid a purely black-or-white view on clusters in graphs.

Other clique relaxation definitions such as $s$-defective clique or $k$-core can be used as well, but the overall logic remains the same. A clique relaxation approach is used to decide on
the structure of subsets or communities, based on one or more parameters.

Revisiting the shortcomings of the modularity density function discussed in section II-A, we can conclude the following:

1) Resolution limit: The quasi-clique definition states that the focus should be on finding any maximal community which satisfies the relaxed clique restrictions. Hence, there is no bias towards finding larger clusters and omitting smaller ones. Only the selected values for \( \lambda \) and \( \gamma \) impact the sizes of the cliques reported, and also the number of clusters identified. Finally, no comparison is made with a random graph, as is the case for modularity density.

2) Degeneracy: Since the \((\lambda, \gamma)\)-quasi-clique definition optimizes the assignment of nodes to cliques, some combinations of assignment may be considered equivalent. For example, a solution with cliques with sizes 8 and 2 may be considered equivalent to a solution with cliques of size 6 and 4, since in both solutions a total of 10 nodes are assigned to cliques. Whereas it can be stated that multiple solutions exist with the same objective function value, the global optimum should be determinable in a clear manner. We conclude that the degeneracy issue warrants more investigation, even for clique relaxations.

3) Limiting behavior: The objective function value depends on the graph size \( n \), since it can on average be expected that larger graphs contain more cliques. This is not a problem since, unlike for modularity density, no comparison is made with a random graph, and as a result the impact on the objective function comes purely from the network’s parameters (which include but are not limited to its size \( n \)).

III. WHAT IS THE IMPACT OF ALGORITHMS?

Second, it is often unclear which parts of the algorithms from literature contribute to the techniques’ performance and to what extent. This way, the explanation for differences between several algorithms are not discussed, and it is difficult to determine whether one algorithm is really better than another one, let alone why. In this section, we focus on (meta)heuristic techniques since these algorithms are better suited to solve large graph problems with 10,000 or more nodes than their exact counterparts.

A. Algorithm components

To the best of our knowledge, very few if any papers on community detection (see [6] and [7] for extensive overviews) analyze the proposed techniques to show whether the composing parts are worth their salt. Nonetheless, it would prove a beneficial endeavor to discuss the individual parts of an algorithm in more detail and to demonstrate the added value of each crucial component. We do not imply that authors should investigate the impact of each part of a (well-)known metaheuristic framework for instance, but they should rather analyze the effect of any novel parts such as for instance a new local search. Statistical tests should be applied as well, to ensure that the added value can be validated. For a recent example of a research paper which tests the effects of newly introduced algorithm components, we refer to [16], who discuss a new local search framework as part of a metaheuristic for optimizing net present value in a project scheduling context.

One can also wonder how suitable commonly used metaheuristic frameworks are for solving large optimization problems. It would not be unreasonable to assume that if we want algorithms to scale to datasets with tens of thousands if not millions of nodes, we need to develop algorithm components with computational complexity \( O(n \cdot \log n) \) or even \( O(n) \). Hence, we believe that a more thorough analysis of solution techniques and their composing parts is recommended in order to properly show their added value and (potential) shortcomings. Of interest in this regard are hyperheuristics, which could be used to construct or select heuristic techniques based on the problem instance under consideration [1]. This would allow the method to focus on a search space of heuristic techniques rather than solutions.

B. Algorithm comparison

Of particular concern in metaheuristic research is the performance evaluation of different techniques and the lack of a commonly used manner of doing so [21]. Especially in the field of community detection, comparisons between different approaches occur rarely. Nonetheless, it can be argued that a fair and independent comparison of approaches is needed [11]. Allowable computation time is the most often employed termination criterion, but it is hardly fair to compare code of different researchers often run on different machines. Instead, the focus should be on evaluating algorithm efficiency rather than code efficiency [9], [15]. This way, misinterpretations and representations of results can be avoided.

Another issue relates to the focus in literature on playing an up-the-wall game when proposing new techniques, i.e. the results of the new approach have to outperform the best known results on some benchmark dataset. From a scientific point of view the focus should on the contrary be on understanding why some methods perform better than others [21]. The insights gained can prove invaluable in designing new methods (as part of a hyperheuristic for instance) and in understanding the difficulty inherent to some classes of problems.

Finally, just like for evaluating the added value of algorithm components, statistical tests should be applied to show whether any reported differences are indeed valuable.

IV. AND WHAT ABOUT DATA?

Third, the effects of data parameter values on algorithm performance are not analyzed. Even though both fictitious [12], [13] and real-life [14] datasets with large variation in parameter values are used, the effect of these data parameters on algorithm performance and instance difficulty is never considered. It would, however, be worthwhile to investigate such issues in order to have an understanding of the performance of different techniques based on the input data. These insights
may in turn prove valuable for guiding solution techniques in their quest for optimality, by including for instance learning mechanisms.

We propose to use real-life data, such as those of [14], to derive which data parameters are important in large networks, to complement existing parameters for clique optimization problems [19]. Based on these parameters, fictitious data can be generated with a larger variation in data parameter values, to allow for a broader analysis of algorithm performance. A major pitfall, however, may concern the reliability of the proposed techniques. It has been shown that there can be a possible difference between structural communities detected by algorithms and the metadata groups derived from the node characteristics [10]. As a result, it may be crucial to first investigate topological features of the graphs and derive a general description, before building actual algorithms.

The link with and effect of clique relaxation parameters (e.g. the $\lambda$ and $\gamma$ of section II) should be investigated as well. In particular, what type of subsets are reported as cliques along with their size can allow for insights into the structure of large graphs. These insights can be used to determine important graph characteristics useful for e.g. bioinformatics.

To conclude this section, we would like to point out the need for testing algorithms on more than a handful of networks. Currently, most solution methodologies are only evaluated on a small number of instances, which implies that the results can hardly be generalized. It is this regard that the design of a general description, before building actual algorithms.

**V. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK**

We have discussed the shortcomings of community detection, and used them as stepping stones to propose a more formal framework for communities in large graphs. The more formal approach is derived from the maximal clique problem, and allows for a predefined degree of connectedness in graphs. It is argued that clique relaxations allow for the proper detection of groups of nodes in a graph, without any of the shortcomings of the commonly used modularity density function.

The issues regarding the impact of algorithms and data in the context of community detection have also been touched upon. Both issues need to be tackled in order to allow for a real step forward in research efforts on large graphs and community detection.

In the future, we aim to further extend the proposed approach as well as test its performance with respect to the issues of community detection. We will evaluate the positive and negative aspects of the clique relaxation used, as well as consider possible extensions and different types of clique relaxations. Additionally, we will also investigate the second and third issue on community detection in large graphs in detail, by implementing the approach in different metaheuristic frameworks and analyzing the effects based on diverse datasets.
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